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EVALUATING TEACHERS USING-TEACHER PERFORMANCE

William R Capie
and ,

David P. Butts
Department of Science Education

The University of Georgia

Evaluating teachers implies setting a value on the teacher's

performance. Such.decisions are expressed in different ways (e.g.,

.satisfactory-unsatisfactory; good-bad; effective-ineffective). In each

instance evaluation occurs as the teacher's performance is compared to an

accepted st ndard. These standards may be well articulated and explicit or

intuitive and undefincd. Many dimensions of the teachers' performance may

be included or-efxplored.

The teacher's performance is.one controlling influence on how and

, what their students learn. .Teachers can choosematerial that is appropriate

fob their students and tPach it in ways that fit their students' needs.

--Distinguishing between what a teacher controls and what tley do not control

is essential in evaluating teaching behavior. However, it should be noted

that these choices are not alwAvs controlled by the teacher. Some schools

have xpectatiofis about what is to be taught and how it is.to be taught.

Language art's and mathematics programs frequently have explicit expected

outcomes in elementary schools. Their content and methods are well speci-

fied. rdle there.art science programm which are equally wellodeveloped,

rarely are the expected science lea;ztlgs part of the "basics" for elemen-

tary schooling or scheduling. Another uncontrolled element for the teacher

in science instruction is availability of materials. Some teaclyws are

blessed with a wealth of suppli. and materials, others have-none.
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2.

feachers should be held.:accountable for those factors they control

when their perfornance is being evaluated. Clearly they control their own
/

teaching performance, ;. the set of,actions or stpategies they use to

controrthe learning environment and facilitate learning. Describing and-

'
evaluating teacher performance Ls useful for both formative and.sumnative

teacher evaluation.

Summative evaluation includes such instances as the termination of

student'teaching and the.granting of tenure or recertification. An evalua-

tor can deternine if the teacher uses instructional techniques and organi-
r

zation strategies

the same time. ev

which are related

changes).'wSuch

infrequent in a

which are likely to produce desired student outcomes.'.At

aluators can determine if a teacher-is employing strategies

to other par/allel, desirable outcomes (e.g., attitudinal-
.

evaluation implies summative decisions which are relatively

teacher's career..

Another illustration of the usefulness of sumMative evaluation of

teachers is placement. A profile of teaching performance can be a tool for

matching teachers with compatible students and situations. For example, a

growing body of research stiows that quite distinct teaching techniques are

appropriate for higher and lower-ability learners (Brophy, 1976; Berliner,

1976). A teacher-might produce good results-with one group of students but

not another. Thus, with descriptive profiles, administrators can place

teachers in situations where they have the greatest likelihood of their

success.

Formative evaluation of a teacher's performanceris/Useful both to

thp experienced teacher and the preservice teacher. DiagnostiO profiles of

a teacher's performance can and should be used to help teachers improve

4
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their teaching. If supervisors of student teachers or experienced teachers

can help to construct a diagnostic profile of-the teaching performance,

there is a rearbasis for'working to change The teaching behavior. Because
1

this diagnostic or formative potential of teacher evaluation data is so

common, the benefits in planning individualized teacher training activities
. -

can be enormous.

Teaching performance can be observed and described and compared with

acceptable standards. A profile of teaching performance can-be useful to

teachers who are wanting to improve their performance, to supervisors who

N.
are attempting to help teachers in the most appropriate teaching situations.

A commitment to use descriptive profiles accents the need for determining

the best means for gathering data.. Data should describe7what.teaching

behaviors are used and also the contexts where each is employed.

Describing both the behavior and the context of that teaching

behavior may be costly tf., both the teacher and the evaluator if this process

requires large amounts cf observations of intact instructional contexts. A

substantial investment of time and resources must be committed. Thus the

practicality of available resources may itself preclude evaluation or other

description by means of a profile development.

Two alterna-r es are posible if evaluation and decisions about

. cir
teaching behavitmust be ma...e. In the absence of full observation-based

documentation decisions :may be based on hunches and "expert opinions."

Another alternative is to look more closely at the information needed and

to structure situations which will permit cbservation of pertinent teaching

behavior. Two aspects of the observation of teaching behavior that can be

controlled are -- control of task and control of people. The task'to be
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observed can range(from the naFral instructional setting to a setting

within which the topic, objectives and learning activities,are pre-selected

A

for the'teacher. The peoDle in the context can range from the natural
1

intact instruttional.group to microteaching or low-ratio setting' with

smaller numbers of pupils or to simulated ectivities with no pupils
1

present._ While these "control s" are not.naturalthe;\d0 permit teachers

and observers to focus.on the particular teachi6,belovior of interest.

Preselected
Topic

Obj.
- Learn.

Act.

CONTRdr, Preselected
Topic

OF . Obj.

TASK
.Preselected
'Topic

Open

1. Natural . Microteaching . Low-Ratio

CONTROL OF PTOPLE

t.

FIGURE CNE
CONnOLS FOR OBSERVING

TEACHING.BEHAVIOR

4. Simulation

CON4ROL OF TASK

The context of the.teaching represents a signifitant factor that may .

impose restrictions on a teacher's performance. This context may range from

a completely natural.classroom setting with no predetermined,structure other

6
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.

than what the teacher has in pr'oFress at the time of the observation. From

these'observations, the teacher's total performance can be'documented.

.While the naturalness of suah A context has many positive features, it does

contain a serius prbblem in attempting to isolate variables of a teacher

performance that may be characteristic to a teacher-over time or between

teichers.

The task may be controlled in three_ways: preselect tc!pic, preselect
-

topic and objeciives ar preselect topic, objectives and le ing activities.

Preselected
_Topic

Obj. What-ginds of verbal variety do I use in instruction?
-Learn.

ACt.
.

Preselected .4111

Topic. What variety of learning activities do I use?
.Obj:

Preselected
Topi,c What kinds of learning expectation or planning do I use?

Open How "with it" am 'I.as a teacher?

f

FIGURE TWO

CONTROL OF TASK

One way of providix a degree of commonality to a teaching task is

to predetermine the topic or content of instiuction, With the same topic;

timilarities and differences in organizing and condUcting instruction can
'

be compared. Thus the teacher's performance in defining the.e.pectations

of students withfrtheir interests can be studied. What a teacher is,expecting

students to do with a topic itself can represent a substantial source of

variability.
7
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).
A second restriction to the contextyet enables the observer to

control sone of the variance of teacher performance is to predetermine both

the topic.and the description of expected student behavior,.the objectives.
I

,With a common topic and expectations,-the observer will be able to-4bnalyze

the learning experiences the teacher selects to enable Students to reach

the instructional goals. Within a given topic and set of exl.ectations, a'

wide range oillearning experiences can be used. All teachers in the study

would.be using a.connon topic and objectives-but could vary rhe learnin?,
\

actLities selected.

fFthird restriction to the context is to add specific common

learning activities to the predetermined topic and objectives. These

comm.= elements enable '.:he observer to compare those dimensic%s of tmeiLher

performance that focus mainly on their-interfction with students.

The amount of structure in the task shQuld depend on the purpose of

the observer. Thus, for example, bow much structure depends'on what ques-

tion is being asked.

(

1) Do you wish description of teacher interaction with itudents?
(Then specify the topici\objectives and learning exl-)eriences.)

2) Do you wish to observe the variabilit, teacher de...onstrates in

selecting learning experiences to Tnathh studeut ueedu? (Then

specify topic and obiectives.)

3) Do you wish to analyze a teacher's performance in matchink
texts to the expectations of students' capabilities or interestn7

(Then specify only the topic.)

4) Do you wish to describe a teacher's total performance or
"withitness"? (Then provide no prespecification - use the
natural instructional context.)

CONTROL OF PEOPLE

While the task of teach'ing is recognizable as a source of variance,

the people in that teaching context are another source of variability. Most

8
. .
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teaching ocurs with groups of students; The complex-PictUre of teaChing

-is most natuielly observed in the intact instructional.setting. However,
1.

that setting may be so complex that the resultant observations become.little

more than idiosyncratic vignettes.of teaching performance. Such collections
-

of observatiqn Fe especially useful in generating hunches about what

teaching performance is controlling what specific aspects ofstudent

learning (Wara and Tichoff, 1976).

1..Natural. 2.,Microteaching
-

3. .Low-Ratio
,

.4. Simulation

Hunch Group . Individual . Planning
generating management teaching skills
possibilities skills skills

FIGURE THREE
CONTROL OF PEOPLt

-

An alternative td intact instructional groups is microteaching, a

. ,

strategy Ly which the nutber'of learners is controlled: Some research

evidence indicates that observing a teacher's performance when working with

groups of 4-8 may be useful for the evidence.suggests-that teacher perfor-

mance is nearly 90% similar to that observed in intact classes. Using

groups smaller than a comPlete class enables the researcher to .observe

repeated samples of teacher perflirmance within smaller time periods.

While microteaching permits observation of nearly all types of

teaching performance (both teaching and management.skills), low-ratio

teaching represents a restriction which minimizes management tasks (if one-

wishes to observe-teaching skills alone).. Wf;en a teacher ia working one-
-.

on-one, the energy devoted to management is effectively-reduced to near

141

zero. What One can obeerve then is the teachet's performance with the task

and a student. Within these observations, however, the data represent the

its teacher's performance as influenced by both the task and the physical

presence of ete student.
9
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-
A third restriction'or control of people is to use simulation. In

/

simulation, there is an intended effort to use a poetend,or a controlled

situation,whiCh in some ways looks like the real situation. The reearCher

/-
can control in which ways the resemblance to reality is pdrt of tHe siimila-

tion. Thul, throligh simulation, a teacher's performanice can be observed in

'a completely.controlled situation.

Thus, control of-the people of the context can rabge from
. ,

-- intact instrUctional groups

----.midroteaching.

-- low-ratio teaching

-- simulated activities.

-

Thus, control of the task and control of the peoole should be con-

sidered whenever teaching performance is to be studied. As shown in Figure

1, the various combinations Of these two.variables are Shown. Usually the

most cost-efficient choice of context is represented by the cell closest to

the upper right corner of the matrix.
r

Illustrative Examples
N .

In recent times', several groups have generted lists of generic
. ,

I /e c..

competency statements. These lists are descriptors4of kinds of compet,encips
,

thought-to be important to successful teacher performance. Initial or

.continued certification for teaching is expected to be dependent on the

teacher demonstrating satisfactory performance. A key to this goal of

Competency based certification is the development of appropriate measures

"witch permit a teacherto display the Behavior and for this display of

*-behavior to be evaluated against a predetermined standard. .The economic ,

and ethical iMplications of the task gre enormous.

_
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As illustrated in Table2One, however, the context required for the

behavior to be observed need not be the openness-of a natural classroom.

In the Georgia Beginning Teacher Assessment Study, these generic competencies

have been identified. Their assessment can be both valid and reliable, 'rade

with the context restrictions "as noted.

3
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Coitpetency

1.00 Instructfng

-- uses instruction
techniques, media,
methods,related to,
objectives A

4

Task
Restrictions

Pi.eselect

topic
objectives

.

10.

People
Restrictions

Simulation

Since this competence is a "planning task", simulation wiil provide
adequate data. Using preselected topics, objectives'will thus,enable
a teacher to show what variety'of activities they can select.

-= communicates -with
learners

Preselect
topic
objectives
activities

Low-Ratio'
or

Microteaching

Depending on the emphasig in the competency of learner or learners,
low-ratio or microteaching will enable the teacher to demonstrate
either the teaching skill or the managemeht skill desired.
bility rather than variety is needed here so provide.topic, objectives
and learning activities..

.2,00 Providing. the
Learning Environmen;

-- 'Helps learners
develop .positive
self concept ,

3.00 *Managing Instruction

- - Adjusts instruction
to individual
learners qnd to
change in conditions
as ,they arise,

4.00 Planning Instruccion

SpecifieS or selects
teaching procedure
.for lessOn.

.
?

04,

Preselect
topic' .#

objectives

Pi,esel6t

obljéctives
activities

Preselect
tópic

° Objectives
."

Table-One

ILLUSTRATION OF TEAGPER COMPETENCIES

a.)

12

z a . 1

Low-Ratio
or

Microteaching

LowL-Ratio

or
Simulation

.imulation

A
A
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4nalysis of the natare of thk. competencies lar.ovides a very useful

clue to the variety of contexts that can he used to permit teachers to

display their performance.

Just as there is a range of tasks 1., be observed, there art> a variety

of observation schemes or atepory trysterl thet can be used in making these

observations. Careful study of the catei.,oriee of behavior to be observed

and recorded suggests that these schemes are useful mainly for observing

group ra.iaretsent teaching behavior. This sugpests either the microtesc%ing

or natural class setting. Another oommon featurr as seen in Table Two is

that the!.e schemes fow:a3 pri.7arily on v.rtal virieties lefl:h means thit-

ireselected top.os, otjeotives and activities are essential. w

variety a teacher uloy 7an substantially influonced by their teanhng

task. similarity of tanw will ero.t oberver to foc. on the infT...le-

t!'e tea:h-r 5 T.4.:; verb.al variety an r ifferences in

Ctservation .vstem

Anidon -
Categry System

Aschner - 77,allager

Cognitive class
discourse syetem

Pollech-lerruare
of olassroor

y. group
intorat:ion

Fiexibility

in group,
management

rlexibilitv

nanavement

Preselet
topic
chiectivee
s7tivities

Preselect
topic
cbieotivee
activities

Presele:t
t-;ic
obiect.veI
activities

Variety in Preselect
leerrain; topic
activities clectives

13
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Flanders
interaction
analysis
(plus Hall
IAST)

Flexibility Preselec.t

in group topic
managenent objectives

activities

Brophy-Goud Flexibility Preselect
Dyatic in group topic
inteeraction managetment objectives

activities

J.Iyce

Instructic-,nal

Flexibility
Trainir:.7

;Tes.:ribe,1

l.,cgic of

Flexibility Preselect
in group topic
rlArageoer:t objectives

activities

rlexibill,y P,"eselect

in Frour topic
rinarenent cbjectives

Activities

Pres.ele,:71:

iety in ItreAelect

learnini7 ti-
activities cb14(..:+tvt,r

turiT11N

Table T0c.

12.

Microteachin7

At least two
students

Microteaching

Y.icrotac'.1inr

Low-Rvi,1
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Conclusions

The task of an evaluator is no less com-,)lex than that of the-teacher.

Like teachers, evaluators must determine the purpose of their activity.

With a purpose in mind, evaluators can determine the type of data needed and

most eftective means of collecting it. There are great strengths in

-

using descriptions ot teacher performance an a means for evaluating tea:hers:

specific ingervice or pre5ervice training programs can planned
to remediate deficiencies.

Teaching perf:-rmace prcfiles can 1.,o aed to match tea.7hers with
le:Irner of partiz:ular needs, ea,

Tenure or certification decisions can f,e'made L.,ased on the dcncn-
-traticn of- effective tEcinici.

:ttn

t- aTe

Lvjti ' - Ar

6.ft

r :-ert.7 an7c evlluate

i.n't tit

1- w.:71.1 in oncert to '!fe

m17 1.3CC an .2nlle

f r*,s; n::lilitv

learn7 tc rf Perha;7s if ,7o.h7rv ds7. entire

"sing st.i,!,nt irf -Anc,- as a frmativ-

vise t,- TItin I: .sf little vAlue. Tf there Are,

s-uperviLr must stter7t to m.-xlify teaching ;.-erfcr-an-_, to

cinge -- -1 t',Is ,eacher tATrfcrmance. n a

Tii-rative fails PLA-' fa:tnrs affect the

And achievement of the student. The ost ch-tio.s is t".e hiolgrounl.

7he teacher cortrols only a few nf ttw factors whic h. aetermire if ,:cstnn-r

learns t've teacher's own performance. It is that pe,rformance fcr which

the teacher should be accountat,le.
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Since tocusinr on teacher perrormance provides the most useful and

justifiable intDr-nati-)n to teacers an.' their supervisors, it is essential

to gather tbds information in t!-;e most effi.cient means possible. While

cingoing intact classrooms seem rrInt natural, there may be so much going on

that observation of particular teelni,;ues is imposntle. Restricting the

naturalness of the situation may prove to be a freedom to the evaluator and

the te.icher. T1-,ey can be free to focus on the important Ingredients of

instruction without concern for irrelevant interference. :hus, valid and

re:iable information obtained in an efficient way is available for formative

and summative decisions.
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